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Abstract 
Order flows arise as abstractions of discrete manufacturing systems, referred to as transfer probability of orders to each manufacturing cell. In 
this paper, a dynamic model of production network based on state-space is presented from the order flow point of view. Using perturbation 
analysis, the transfer probability matrices of disturbances are established for the purpose of analyzing the influences of disturbances on the 
order flows. Also, a method for recalculating the transfer probability matrix of the order flows is proposed. Results of simulations driven by 
industrial data are used to illustrate the effect of disturbances on dynamic behavior of the production network. 
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1. Introduction 
Globalization is pushing manufacturing companies toward 
a more distributed production approach. This tendency is 
putting lots of stress on production control. Indeed, the more 
distributed production facilities are, the more difficult and 
complex production control becomes [1]. The production 
networks require to be coordinated in order to reach 
effectiveness and efficiency. Meanwhile, there are a lot of 
stochastic events such as rush orders, machine malfunctions, 
which are controllable or uncontrollable in the production 
network.  
As production network became more and more complex 
where many types of manufacturing cells are involved, 
manufacturing system control activities became more 
complicated and harder to execute and coordinate. To address 
these problems, research within production control community 
has primarily focused on (i) production optimization by 
employing model-based, closed-loop control of holistic 
production performance, and (ii) dynamic analysis of 
production system with model predictive control [2]. 
In production networks the main problem is not to find a 
suitable control at the aggregate level but to deal with the 
more complex disaggregation process at lower levels. A two-
level model has been developed that combines control of 
Work in Progress (WIP) with control of backlog [3-5]. A 
dynamic model was also developed for multiple 
manufacturing cells in which coupled closed-loop capacity 
control for regulating WIP was designed against local 
disturbances and downstream effects. The behavior of 
production networks was affected by external order input 
flows and internal order flows between manufacturing cells in 
the networks, disturbances, and local capacity adjustments [6]. 
The concept of autonomous capacity control and the order 
flow matrix was introduced for creating well-behaved network 
dynamics including desired responsiveness, without of 
oscillatory behavior, and robustness in the presence of 
disturbances [7].  
Manufacturing system disturbances are one of the most 
important and common industrial problems, which interfere 
not only with efficiency but also with the lead time of the 
manufacturing system. Understanding the dynamics of 
disturbances, and then managing disturbances, is thus of 
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paramount importance to manufacturing systems [8]. As a 
new collaborative operation paradigm, production network 
refers to various manufacturing cells, which is a typical 
MIMO (multiple-input-multiple-output) system. The system is 
complicated and susceptible to disturbance factors which 
affect the entire production network, and the state-space 
model is an effective method to make quantitative analysis 
and evaluation of this kind of MIMO system. This paper 
proposes a state-space dynamic model to predict the system 
outputs of production network, and the focus is on analysis of 
the influence of random disturbance or uncertainty in the 
operation of the manufacturing system. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 
2 defines the state variables of manufacturing cell and transfer 
probability matrices of the disturbances and then models the 
discrete state-space expression of the production network. 
Section 3 analyzes disturbance influences on probability 
matrix of the order flows. In Section 4 a case study is devoted 
to proofs of the effectiveness of the proposed method for 
analysis of the production network. Finally, conclusions are 
presented in Section 5. 
2. Dynamic model of production network 
The production network system we consider consists of N 
manufacturing cells with autonomous local capacity control as 
shown in Fig. 1. In this paper, the performance of the holistic 
production network is predicted from the perspective of 
system, so it is required to find out the state space of the entire 
production network and its corresponding state variables 
along with the relationship between the input and output 
variables. 
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Fig. 1. Typical structure of production network with autonomous cells. 
To make the research more universal, the definition of each 
input and output variables of the production network with N 
autonomous manufacturing cells is made with the following 
assumptions: 
(1) The input and output variables in the production network 
remain constant during time ( 1)kT t k Td d  ,where 
0, 1, 2,...k  and T is the time period between capacity 
adjustments (e.g. 1 shop calendar day [scd])˗ 
(2) Manufacturing cells in production network can 
periodically adjust their production rate to keep WIP at a 
reasonable level, and it’s assumed that the production rate of 
each manufacturing cell is adjusted simultaneously; 
(3) Adjustment limitations of the capacity and buffer size of 
each manufacturing cell are not modeled; 
(4) The impacts of setup time and logistics time on the 
capacity adjustment of manufacturing cells are not 
considered; 
(5) Delay time dT of the capacity adjustment of 
manufacturing cells is constant, where d is an integer. 
2.1. Terminology and definitions 
In this subsection, the notations used in this paper are 
described and then, the state variables of manufacturing cells 
in the production network are defined in the time domain. 
Considering the order flows between the manufacturing cells, 
each manufacturing cell outputs different semi-finished 
products, it is difficult to get accurate WIP due to the 
uncertain output rate. In this paper, from the perspective of 
order flows, the number of orders is used to calculate state 
variables. The notations used in this paper are given as 
follows: 
( )iw kT : the total number of orders that has been input to 
manufacturing cell i up to time kT (orders); 
( )ow kT : the total number of orders that has been output by 
manufacturing cell i up to time kT (orders); 
( )aC kT : the actual capacity of manufacturing cell i at time 
kT (orders/scd); 
( )pC kT : the planned capacity of manufacturing cell i at 
time kT (orders/scd); 
( )fC kT : the full capacity of manufacturing cell i at time 
kT (orders/scd); 
( )awip kT : the actual WIP of manufacturing cell i at time 
kT (orders); 
( )pwip kT : the planned WIP of manufacturing cell i at time 
kT (orders); 
( )i kT : the input rate of orders to the production network at 
time kT (orders/scd). 
According to the above definition, up to time ( 1)k T , 
the total number of orders has been input to manufacturing 
cell i up to time ( 1)k T is represented using the vector[6]. 
(( 1) ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i aw k T w kT Ti kT T kT C kT    TP                (1) 
where ( )kTP  is transfer probability matrix of orders in which 
each element jkp  represents the fraction of the order flow out 
of manufacturing cell j  that flows into manufacturing cell k
, which can be seen as the coefficient matrix of distribution of 
material flow [7]. Similarly, the total orders output from 
manufacturing cell i up to time are   
(( 1) ) ( ) ( )o o aw k T w kT TC kT                                            (2) 
The actual level of WIP of manufacturing cell i is 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Ta i o dwip kT w kT w kT kT w kT  Q                     (3) 
where ( )dw kT  represents external disturbance, such as rush 
orders or cancel of orders that affect the whole production 
network. Q(kT) is a diagonal matrix with elements 
( ) 0 iiQ kT t , in which each element ( )iiQ kT  represents the 
impact probability of external disturbance on the individual 
manufacturing cells in the production network. 
The adjustment range of the capacity of the 
manufacturing cell i in the network can be expressed as  
( ) ( ( ) ( ))m c a pC kT K wip kT wip kT                                      (4) 
where 
cK  is the simplicity of a feedback function, and its 
value determines the speed of response of the manufacturing 
cell to eliminate the deviation of the WIP. 
The full capacity of each manufacturing cell, ( )fC kT , is 
defined as the sum of its corresponding planned capacity and 
its capacity adjustment, and its expression is shown as follows 
( ) ( ) (( ) )f p mC kT C kT C k d T                                            (5) 
Ideally, when the production network is in steady state, 
the actual capacity of each manufacturing cell is equal to its 
corresponding full capacity. However, due to the internal 
disturbance factors, such as equipment failure or absence of 
labor, the actual capacity is less than the full capacity. Then 
the actual capacity of the manufacturing cell i can be 
expressed as follows 
( ) ( ) ( )Ta f dC kT C kT C kT Φ                                              (6) 
where ( )dC kT  represents the holistic internal disturbance into 
the production network. Φ  is a stochastic matrix in which 
each non-negative element ij)  represents the transfer 
probability of the whole internal disturbance from 
manufacturing cell i to cell j. It follows that 
1
1
N
ij
j 
)  ¦                                                                               (7) 
2.2. State-space model of the manufacturing cell in 
production network 
On the basis of the definitions of the state variables of 
manufacturing cells in the above, with the Eqs. (1)~(7), the 
state-space model of the manufacturing cell can be 
constructed as follows 
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3. Influence of disturbances on the transfer probability 
matrix of orders 
Production network dynamic model expressed by Eqs (8) 
and (9), gives solution to the modeling problem of internal 
and external stochastic perturbation. When the number of 
manufacturing cells in the network became larger, as a 
consequence the model became high-dimensional due to 
which the state number of the whole system will grow 
exponentially. This leads to complicated solution of system 
state-space and low execution efficiency. 
The following subsections describe how disturbances 
influence the transfer probability matrix of orders and how to 
simplify the solution processes using a method of 
recalculating transfer probability matrix of orders. 
3.1. Influence of internal disturbance 
In the case of the internal disturbance of the production 
network, the production efficiency is decreased, namely, it is 
unable to complete the amount of received orders of the 
manufacturing cells on time.  
The unfinished order will be accumulated until the next 
shop calendar day, and processed with the newly received 
order of the manufacturing cell, that is, a part of the received 
order is sent back to stay for the next day processing. This 
phenomenon, reflected in the transfer probability matrix of 
orders is that the main diagonal elements of the new transfer 
probability matrix of orders become nonzero from zero. 
3.2. Influence of external disturbance 
The external disturbance factors mainly refer to the rush 
orders or missing raw material. When such disturbances 
occur, although the system does not malfunction, it will affect 
the holistic status of the production network. 
In this paper, it’s assumed that capacity adjustment of 
manufacturing cells is available and can satisfy production 
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requirements. Namely, transfer probability matrix of the 
external disturbance Q can be approximated to a same 
dimension unit matrix. Finally, the dynamic model obtained 
further simplified. 
4. Industry case study 
A digital factory of aircraft structural parts in China is 
equipped with multiple machining centers and NC machining 
tools (hereinafter referred to as the manufacturing cells). 
Production data from the factory were used to illustrate the 
performance of production network with disturbance factors. 
The production data documents four different types of orders; 
the order quantity is 127, 76, 100 and 120 orders, 
respectively.  
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Fig. 2. Orders transfer process in 5-manufacturing cells. 
Table 1 shows the planned capacity and WIP of each 
manufacturing cell, which are averages obtained from the 
sample production data. In order to easily analyse the 
dynamic behaviour of production network system, the 
planned data are calculated without considering weekends. 
Table 1. Planned production parameters.  
Manufacturing cell pC (orders/scd) pwip (orders) 
Cell 1 5.5 12.0 
Cell 2 6.5 14.0 
Cell 3 4.1 16.0 
Cell 4 4.6 10.0 
Cell 5 9.6 33.1 
During the sampling period, the factory receives 4 types of 
orders, a total of 423 orders. The order flows into 
manufacturing cell 1 and cell 2 is 227 orders and 196 orders, 
respectively, order flows into the other manufacturing cells 
are zero. The order input rate into manufacturing cell #1 and 
#2 are shown in Fig. 3.  
 
Fig. 3. (a) Order flows into cell 1. 
 
Fig. 3. (b) Order flows into cell 2. 
Using the methods described in [9], the system parameters 
for all the manufacturing cells are control gain 
0.25 /c dK sc , delay time of capacity adjustment dT = 1scd 
(here, d=1). Meanwhile, considering the delayed completion 
of 24 orders ( 24dC  orders) resulting from the equipment 
failure of manufacturing cell #1 in the sampling time 
60th~80th scds, the prediction of order throughput during the 
sampling period is shown in Fig. 4. 
 
Fig. 4. Prediction of order throughput of the dynamic model. 
It can be seen that the order throughput was 0 at the 
beginning of the order release due to the actual production 
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cycle. The order throughput increased sharply at the sampling 
time 22th scd, and then the system entered the period of 
stability, namely, the entire production network is in the 
steady state. From Fig. 4, it also can be seen that the slope of 
the orders output curve is approximately equal to the slope of 
the orders input curve during the stable period.  
5. Conclusions 
Increasing dynamics and a turbulent environment force 
industrial enterprises to ensure a highly efficient production. 
As a new cooperation paradigm, production network refers to 
various autonomous manufacturing cells, in which new 
techniques and methods are required for their operation. 
In this paper, state-space theory is used as a method of 
modeling for production network. The state variables of 
manufacturing cells were defined from the perspective of 
order flows in the time domain, the model of manufacturing 
cell considered the propagation of the internal and external 
disturbance. 
Also, a case study of Aviation Manufacturing Corporation 
was analyzed. Performance prediction with and without 
considering the disturbances was achieved, which represents 
relationships between the input and output of the entire 
network. 
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